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Cortical training in the management of acute upper limb burns: a pilot randomised controlled trial.

Zorzi LM¹, Edgar D², Wand B¹, Wood F²
¹University of Notre Dame Australia, Perth
²Royal Perth Hospital, Perth

The aim of this study is to examine the feasibility, safety and efficacy of a prophylactic cortical training programme in patients with an acute upper limb burn. A randomised controlled pilot study is being carried out at the Royal Perth Hospital (RPH) Telstra Burns Outpatient Department. Subjects who have sustained isolated upper limb burns and presented to RPH within seven days of injury are randomised into experimental or control groups. Subjects in the control condition receive usual physiotherapy care for four weeks; those in the experimental group receive usual care and the addition of a cortical training programme which includes hand laterality recognition training, mirror visual feedback exercises, and sensory discrimination training. The primary outcomes are upper limb function (QuickDASH) and pain intensity (Pain Detect Measure) at four weeks. Secondary outcomes include distress (Post Traumatic Checklist) fear avoidance (Modified Tampa Scale of Kinesophobia) self efficacy (Pain Self Efficacy Questionnaire) and hand laterality recognition performance (accuracy and speed). QuickDASH and Pain Detect Measure are also recorded weekly to monitor for adverse affects. Results to date will be presented. Initial analyses indicate the feasibility and safety of the technique in UL burn patients. However, a number of questions are raised with respect to the timing of treatment and the long term implications of such input.